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Description

Technical Field

[0001] This invention relates to an information record-
ing medium such as a DVD (Digital Video Disk) having
a feature of high-density recording. Further, it relates to
an information recording apparatus and information re-
cording method for recording preset information on the
above information recording medium.

Background Art

[0002] In recent years, a DVD having a feature of
high-density recording is actively studied and devel-
oped. The DVD is roughly divided into a DVD-ROM only
for reproduction and a rewritable DVD-RAM. In the
DVD-RAM, a lead-in area, data area and lead-out area
are provided. Further, in the data area, a user area in
which user data is recorded and a spare area for com-
pensating for a defective area existing in the user area
are provided. The position and storage capacity of the
spare area are determined by a format which is previ-
ously standardized. Then, the defective area is compen-
sated for by use of the spare area by the replacement
process.
[0003] However, since the position and memory ca-
pacity of the spare area which is not always necessary
are determined by the previously standardized format
as described above, there occurs a problem that the po-
sition and memory capacity of the spare area are fixedly
set and the data area is prevented from being effectively
utilized.
[0004] JP-A-09251721 A, EP-A-0798710 and EP-A-
0350920 disclose a recording medium having a plurality
of zones wherein each zone comprises a spare area.
However, JP-A-09251721 is merely directed to a tech-
nique in which each of the zones on an optical disk has
at least one defective management area, and these de-
fective management areas are dispersly arranged. In a
similar way EP-A-0350920 discloses a method of man-
aging defective sectors in a disk shaped information ac-
cording medium, wherein the sectors may be generated
and unevenly distributed.

Disclosure of Invention

[0005] An object of this invention is made based on
the above problem and it is to provide an information
recording medium, information recording apparatus,
and information recording method overcoming the
drawbacks of the state of the art.
[0006] According to the present invention the above
objects are achieved by a information recording medium
according to claim 1, an information recording appara-
tus according to claim 4 and an information recording
method according to claim 7. The dependent claims are
related to further advantegous aspects of the invention.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0007]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing the data struc-
ture on an optical disk (DVD-RAM) according to this
invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the format
of a sector field on the optical disk (DVD-RAM)
shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the structure
of ECC block data recorded on the optical disk
shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing the data
structure of sector data recorded in a data field
shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram showing the data
structure of a primary defect list to be entered into
a primary defect list area;
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing the data
structure of a secondary defect list to be entered
into a secondary defect list area;
FIG. 7A is a schematic diagram showing a first ex-
ample of the data structure of a spare list to be en-
tered into a spare list area;
FIG. 7B is a schematic diagram showing a second
example of the data structure of the spare list to be
entered into the spare list area;
FIG. 8 is an explanatory diagram of a slipping re-
placement process;
FIG. 9 is an explanatory diagram of a linear replace-
ment process;
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing variations in the ca-
pacities of the user area and spare area before a
certify process and after the certify process;
FIGS. 11A to 11E are diagrams showing models 1
to 5 in one example of the acquirement of the spare
area;
FIG. 12A is a schematic diagram showing a first ex-
ample of the data structure on the optical disk
(DVD-RAM) according to this invention, particularly
the data structure of a defect management area
(DMA);
FIG. 12B is a schematic diagram showing a second
example of the data structure on the optical disk
(DVD-RAM) according to this invention, particularly
the data structure of a defect management area
(DMA);
FIG. 13 is a diagram showing the state in which an
optical disk drive having received an instruction of
formatting from a host device formats the optical
disk according to the instruction of formatting;
FIG. 14 is an explanatory diagram for addition of a
spare area;
FIG. 15 is a flowchart for illustrating searching for a
target spare area;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram showing an infor-
mation recording/reproducing apparatus relating to
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an information recording apparatus and information
reproducing apparatus of this invention;
FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a replacement-re-
cording process; and
FIG. 18 is a flowchart for illustrating a replacement-
reproducing process for reproducing data replace-
ment-recorded by the replacement-recording proc-
ess.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0008] There will now be described an embodiment of
this invention in detail with reference to the accompany-
ing drawings.
[0009] First, the outline of an optical disk (DVD-RAM
disk) as an information recording medium according to
this invention is explained with reference to FIG. 1.
[0010] FIG. 1 is a view showing the arrangement of a
lead-in area, data area, lead-out area and the like on
the optical disk.
[0011] As shown in FIG. 1, in an optical disk 1, a lead-
in area A1, data area A2 and lead-out area A3 are se-
quentially arranged in an order from the inner peripheral
side. In the lead-in area A1, an emboss data zone, mirror
zone (no-recording zone) and rewritable data zone are
provided. In the data area A2, a rewritable data zone is
provided and a plurality of zones, a zone 0 to a zone N
(for example, N = 34) are provided in the rewritable data
zone. In the lead-out area A3, a rewritable data zone is
provided.
[0012] In the emboss data zone of the lead-in area
A1, a reference signal and control data are emboss-re-
corded at the time of manufacturing of the optical disk
1. In the rewritable data zone of the lead-in area A1,
identification data for identifying the type of a disk and
defect management data for managing a defect area are
recorded. In this case, an area in which the defect man-
agement data is recorded is set as a defect manage-
ment area (DMA : Defect Management Area). In the re-
writable data zone of the lead-out area A3, data which
is the same data recorded in the rewritable data zone of
the lead-in area A1 is recorded.
[0013] The emboss data zone provided in the lead-in
area A1 is constructed by a plurality of tracks and each
track is constructed by a plurality of sector fields. Fur-
ther, the zone is processed at a preset rotation speed.
[0014] The rewritable data zone provided in the lead-
in area A1 and the zone 0 of the rewritable data zone
provided in the data area A2 are formed of X tracks and
each track is constructed by Y sector fields. Further, the
zone is processed at a rotation speed Z0 (Hz).
[0015] The zone 1 of the rewritable data zone provid-
ed in the data area A2 is formed of X tracks and each
track is constructed by (Y+1) sector fields. Further, the
zone is processed at a rotation speed Z1 (Hz) (Z0>Z1).
[0016] The zone 2 of the rewritable data zone provid-
ed in the data area A2 is formed of X tracks and each
track is constructed by (Y+2) sector fields. Further, the

zone is processed at a rotation speed Z2 (Hz) (Z1>Z2).
[0017] Likewise, the zone 3 to zone N of the rewritable
data zone provided in the data area A2 are each formed
of X tracks. Each track of the zone 3 is constructed by
(Y+3) sector fields and each track of the zone 4 is con-
structed by (Y+4) sector fields. That is, each track of the
zone N is constructed by (Y+N) sector fields. Further,
the zone 3 is processed at a rotation speed Z3 (Hz)
(Z2>Z3) and the zone 4 is processed at a rotation speed
Z4 (Hz) (Z3>Z4). That is, the zone N is processed at a
rotation speed ZN (Hz) (Z(N-1)>ZN).
[0018] The rewritable data zone provided in the lead-
out area A3 is formed of a plurality of tracks and each
track is constructed by (Y+N) sector fields. Further, the
zone is processed at a rotation speed ZN (Hz).
[0019] As described above, the number of sector
fields for one track is sequentially increased from the
zone on the inner peripheral side of the optical disk 1
and the rotation speed is lowered. That is, the optical
disk 1 is a disk used for a ZCLV (Zone Constant Linear
Velocity) system.
[0020] Next, with reference to FIG. 2, the format of the
sector field on the DVD-RAM disk is explained.
[0021] As shown in FIG. 2, one sector field is con-
structed by 2687 bytes. In the sector field, data modu-
lated by 8-16 modulation is recorded. The 8-16 modu-
lation is a modulation system for modulating an 8-bit in-
put code series into a 16-bit output code series. The in-
put code series is called an input bit and the output code
series is called a channel bit. Incidentally, one byte has
the same meaning as 16 channel bits.
[0022] In this case, the contents of one sector field are
explained. One sector field is constructed by a header
field HF of 128 bytes, a mirror field MF of 2 bytes and a
recording field RF of 2567 bytes.
[0023] In the header field HF, header data is emboss-
recorded at the time of manufacturing of the optical disk.
In the header field HF, header data is overwritten four
times in order to enhance the detection precision of the
header data. That is, in the header field HF, a header 1
field, header 2 field, header 3 field and header 4 field
are contained. The header 1 field and header 3 field are
constructed by 46 bytes. The header 2 field and header
3 field are constructed by 18 bytes.
[0024] In the header 1 field, a 36-byte VFO (Variable
Frequency Oscillator) 1, 3-byte AM (Address Mark),
4-byte PID (Physical ID) 1, 2-byte IED (ID Error Detec-
tion Code) 1, one-byte PA (Post Ambles) 1 are con-
tained.
[0025] In the header 2 field, an 8-byte VFO2, 3-byte
AM, 4-byte PID2, 2-byte IED2, one-byte PA2 are con-
tained.
[0026] In the header 3 field, a 36-byte VFO1, 3-byte
AM, 4-byte PID3, 2-byte IED3, one-byte PA1 are con-
tained.
[0027] In the header 4 field, an 8-byte VFO2, 3-byte
AM, 4-byte PID4, 2-byte IED4, one-byte PA2 are con-
tained.
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[0028] In the PID1, PID2, PID3 and PID4, sector in-
formation and physical sector numbers (physical ad-
dresses) are contained. In the VFO1 and VFO2, suc-
cessive repetition patterns (100010001000···) for a PLL
(Phase Locked Loop) process are contained. In the AM,
a special pattern (address mark) which violates the run-
length limitation for indicating the PID position is record-
ed. In the IED1, IED2, IED3 and IED4, error detection
codes for detecting PID errors are contained. In the PA,
state information necessary for demodulation is con-
tained and it has a role of polarity adjustment to permit
the header field HF to end at the space. The mirror field
MF is a mirror surface field.
[0029] The recording field RF is a field in which user
data is mainly recorded. In the recording field, a (10+J/
16)-byte gap field, (20+K)-byte guard 1 field, 35-byte
VFO 3 field, 3-byte PS (pre-synchronous code) field,
2418-byte data field (user data field), one-byte post am-
ble PA 3 field, (55-K)-byte guard 2 field and (25-J/16)-
byte buffer field are contained. Incidentally, J and K re-
spectively take random values of integral numbers of 0
to 15 and 0 to 7. Therefore, the position in which data is
started to be written is shifted in a random manner. As
a result, deterioration of the recording film due to over-
writing can be reduced.
[0030] In the gap field, nothing is recorded. The guard
1 field is a discarding area for absorbing starting-end
deterioration of repetitive overwriting inherent to a
phase change recording film. The VFO3 field is a PLL
locking field and plays a role of inserting a synchronous
code into the same pattern and attaining synchroniza-
tion with the byte boundary. The PS field is a field in
which the synchronous code is recorded.
[0031] The data field is a field in which data ID, data
ID error correction code IED (Data ID Error Detection
Code), synchronous code, ECC (Error Collection
Code), error detection code EDC (Error Detection
Code), user data of 2048 bytes and the like are record-
ed. In the data ID, a logical sector number (logical ad-
dress) is contained. The data ID error correction code
IED is an error correction code of 2-byte (16-bit) config-
uration for data ID.
[0032] The post amble PA3 field contains state infor-
mation necessary for demodulation and is a field indi-
cating the end of the last byte of the preceding data field.
The guard 2 field is a field provided for preventing ter-
mination-end deterioration at the time of repetitive re-
cording inherent to a phase change recording medium
from influencing on the data field. The buffer field is a
field provided for absorbing a variation in the rotation of
a motor which rotates the optical disk 1 so as to prevent
the data field from extending over the next header field.
[0033] Next, PID1, PID2, PID3 and PID4 are con-
cretely explained. In each PID, 8-bit sector information
and 24-bit physical sector number are contained. In the
physical sector number, address data indicating an ab-
solute position of the sector field is recorded. In the sec-
tor information, information such as 2-bit reserve, 2-bit

PID number, 3-bit sector type and 1-bit layer number is
contained. The reserve is a non-recording area. In the
PID number, a PID number is recorded. For example,
"00" indicating the PID1 is recorded in the PID number
in the header 1 field, "01" indicating the PID2 is recorded
in the PID number in the header 2 field, "10" indicating
the PID3 is recorded in the PID number in the header 3
field, and "11" indicating the PID4 is recorded in the PID
number in the header 4 field.
[0034] In the sector type, "000" indicating a read only
sector (Read only sector), "001", "010" or "011" indicat-
ing a reserve sector (Reserved), "100" indicating a re-
writable first sector (Rewritable first sector) of a land or
groove track, "101" indicating a rewritable last sector
(Rewritable last sector) of a land or groove track, "110"
indicating a rewritable before last sector (Rewritable be-
fore last sector) of a land or groove track, and "111" in-
dicating other rewritable sectors (Rewritable other sec-
tor) of a land or groove track are recorded.
[0035] In the layer number, "1" or "0" indicating a layer
1 or 0 is recorded.
[0036] Next, with reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, the
structure of data recorded on a DVD-RAM and the struc-
ture of data reproduced from the DVD-RAM are ex-
plained. FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically showing the
structure of ECC block data. FIG. 4 is a diagram sche-
matically showing the data structure of sector data re-
corded in the data field shown in FIG. 2.
[0037] In the DVD-RAM, tracks in which data is re-
corded are formed and a plurality of sector fields in
which data of a preset unit is recorded are formed in the
track. Further, in the DVD-RAM, format data called ECC
block data is recorded. Strictly speaking, 16 sector data
items created based on the ECC block data are dispers-
edly recorded in the 16 sector fields. More specifically
speaking, a lump of sector data is recorded in the
2418-byte data field shown in FIG. 2.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 3, ECC block data is con-
structed by a data block DB (containing user data),
ECC1 and ECC2.
[0039] The data block DB is constructed by data items
arranged along a preset number of rows and columns
and the data block DB can be divided into 16 data units
DU. More specifically speaking, the data block DB is
constructed by data of 172 (the number of bytes) 3 12
(the number of rows constructing the data unit) 3 16
(the number of data units constructing the data block).
The data unit DU is constructed by data of 172 (the
number of bytes) 3 12 (the number of rows constructing
the data unit). Further, in the data unit DU, data ID, data
ID error correction code IED, error detection code EDC,
2048-byte user data and the like are contained. The data
ID is utilized for scrambling of the user data contained
in the data unit DU. The error detection code EDC is
used to detect an error contained in a collection of part
of data in the data unit.
[0040] ECC1 is used for correcting an error contained
in data in the row direction (lateral direction) among the
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data block DB. More specifically speaking, ECC1 is con-
structed by data of 10 (bytes) 3 12 (the number of rows
constructing the data unit DU) 3 16 (the number of data
units DU constructing the data block DB).
[0041] ECC2 is used for correcting an error contained
in data in the column direction (longitudinal direction)
among the data block DB. More specifically speaking,
ECC2 is constructed by data of {172 (bytes) + 10
(bytes)} 3 16 (the number of data units DU constructing
the data block DB). ECC2 has an error correction ability
of generally correcting an error of up to eight bytes and
correcting an error of up to sixteen bytes at the time of
loss correction.
[0042] Next, the sector data is explained with refer-
ence to FIG. 4.
[0043] Sixteen sector data items are created from one
ECC block data item. One sector data item is construct-
ed by the data unit DU, part of ECC1 attached to the
data unit DU and part of ECC2. More specifically speak-
ing, the sector data is constructed by data of {172 (bytes)
+ 10 (bytes)} 3 12 (the number of rows constructing the
data unit DU) + 1 (one row of ECC2).
[0044] Next, the data structure of a defect manage-
ment area is explained with reference to FIGS. 12A and
12B.
[0045] First, the data structure of the defect manage-
ment area is explained with reference to FIG. 12A. Four
defect management areas are provided in total on an
optical disk and the sama data is recorded in each of
the four defect management areas. Two (DMA1 to 2) of
the four defect management areas (DMA1 to 4) are pro-
vided in a lead-in area and the remaining two areas are
provided in a lead-out area (DMA3 to 4).
[0046] In the defect management areas (DMA1 to 4),
an area a0 to area a3 are provided. In the area a0, a
DDS (Disc Definition Structure) is stored. In the area a1,
a primary defect list (PDL: Primary Defect List) is en-
tered. In the area a2, a secondary defect list (SDL: Sec-
ondary Defect List) is entered. In the area a3, a spare
area list (SAL: Spare Area List) is entered.
[0047] Other than the above described areas, a DMA
(DMA1 to 4) of the data structure as shown in FIG. 12B
can be used. The data structure is a data structure in
which the DMA (DMA1 to 4) contains the area a0 to area
a2 (the area a3 is not contained). Like the above case,
a DDS is stored in the area a0. In the area a1, a primary
defect list is entered. In the area a2, a secondary defect
list entered. In an at least one space area of the DDS in
the area a0, PDL in the area a1 and SDL in the area a2,
an SAL is entered. In this case, it is not necessary to
expressly provide the area a3 for the SAL.
[0048] In either case, the SAL is entered in some area
on the optical disk.
[0049] FIG. 5 is a diagram showing the outline of the
data structure of the primary defect list. FIG. 6 is a dia-
gram showing the outline of the data structure of the sec-
ondary defect list. FIGS. 7A and 7B are diagrams show-
ing the outline of the data structure of the spare area list.

[0050] As shown in FIG. 5, in the primary defect list,
an area in which an entry type indicating the type of entry
is recorded, a reserved area and an area in which a
physical sector number of a defect sector (indicating a
sector field containing a defect) is recorded are con-
tained in an order from the head.
[0051] As shown in FIG. 6, in the secondary defect
list, an area in which an allocation mark (FRM) is record-
ed, a reserved area, an area in which a physical sector
number of a first sector (indicating a first sector field
among the 16 sector fields constructing a defective
block) of a defective block is recorded, a reserved area,
and an area in which a physical sector number of a first
sector (indicating a first sector field among the 16 sector
fields constructing a replacement block) of a replace-
ment block is recorded are contained in an order from
the head.
[0052] As shown in the upper stage of FIG. 7A and in
the upper stage of FIG. 7B, in the spare area list con-
structed by one sector data (= 2028 bytes), spare area
ID (2 bytes), the entry number of the spare area list (one
byte), reserve (7 bytes), entry (8 bytes) of the first SAL,
···, and entry (8 bytes) of the last SAL are sequentially
contained. The entry of the first SAL is the first entry and
the entry of the last SAL is a 255th entry. That is, in the
spare area list, 255 spare areas at maximum are en-
tered (spare areas in 255 positions can be managed by
use of one sector) as shown in the middle stage of FIG.
7A and in the lower stage of FIG. 7B.
[0053] As shown in the middle stage of FIG. 7A, in
each spare area list, attribute data (2 bytes), a physical
address number (3 bytes) of a sector in a start position
of an spare area n, and length data (3 bytes) of the spare
area n are sequentially contained.
[0054] Instead of the length data, a physical address
number (3 bytes) of a sector in an end position of the
spare area n may be used. In this case, for example, as
shown in the lower stage of FIG. 7B, in each spare area
list, RSV (one byte), the physical address number (3
bytes) of the sector in the start position of the spare area
n, RSV (one byte), and the physical address number (3
bytes) of the sector in the end position of the spare area
n may be sequentially contained.
[0055] The physical address number of the sector in
the start position of the spare area n indicates a start
address indicating the start position of the spare area n.
The length data of the spare area n indicates the data
length of the spare area n. That is, the arrangement lo-
cation and capacity of the spare area n can be deter-
mined by the physical address number of the sector in
the start position of the spare area n and the length data
of the spare area n. Further, the physical address
number of the sector in the end position of the spare
area n indicates an end address indicating the end po-
sition of the spare area n.
[0056] As shown in the lower stage of FIG. 7A, in the
attribute data, a zone number as first attribute data (8
bits), PSA/SSA identification data as second attribute
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data (one bit), application state identification data as
third attribute data (2 bits), and 5-bit reserve (RSV) are
contained. The first attribute data may be increased/de-
creased according to the zone number.
[0057] The first attribute data indicates a zone number
in which the spare area n is arranged. It becomes pos-
sible to determine an optimum spare area at high speed
by indicating the arrangement destination of the spare
area n by use of not only the address but also the zone
number. It is advantageous to complete the replacement
process in the same zone in view of the access speed
or the like. The replacement process is explained later
in detail.
[0058] The second attribute data specifies one of PSA
(Primary Spare Area) and SSA (Supplementary Spare
Area) which corresponds to the area. For example, the
PSA is set as an area allocated immediately after certi-
fication and the SSA is set as an area allocated in the
user area when the spare area becomes non-available
(when the spare area is full).
[0059] For example, the PSA is indicated when the
second attribute data is "0" and the SSA is indicated
when it is "1". Physical addresses are allocated to the
sector fields provided in the entire area on the optical
disk, that is, in the lead-in area A1, data area A2 and
lead-out area A3. On the other hand, logical addresses
are determined after the format process is effected and
given to the sector fields other than the sector fields of
the physical addresses registered to the PDL. However,
in principle, no logical address is allocated to the PSA
(except a case wherein it is allocated in the replacement
process). The SSA is set in an area in which the logical
address is allocated in one case and is set in an area in
which no logical address is allocated in the other case.
In the former case, unlike the PSA, the logical address
is allocated to the SSA. In the latter case, like the PSA,
no logical address is allocated to the SSA. In the former
case, it is not necessary for a host device to store the
position of the SSA.
[0060] In a case where data is recorded in the SSA to
which the logical address is allocated, attention be-
comes necessary. Generally, data is not recorded in the
SSA except a case wherein data accompanied by the
replacement process is recorded. However, in a case
where data on the disk is re-arranged by a tool for opti-
mizing the disk, the SSA to which the logical address is
allocated is treated as an object to be re-arranged and
data which is not accompanied by the replacement proc-
ess may be recorded in the SSA to which the logical
address is allocated. In order to prevent this accident,
the SSA to which the logical address is allocated is
made identifiable and re-arrangement of the SSA and
recording of data which is not accompanied by the re-
placement process into the SSA are inhibited by causing
the spare area list to have the above second attribute
data (PSA/SSA identification data). Strictly speaking,
every recording of data which is not accompanied by the
replacement process into the SSA by an optical disk

drive and a host device is inhibited.
[0061] Further, also for address calculation (calcula-
tion for the logical address), the second attribute data
(PSA/SSA identification data) is necessary. As de-
scribed above, in the PSA, the logical address is not al-
located. Therefore, the logical addresses of the normal
sector fields arranged before and after the PSA are suc-
cessive. For example, if a logical address (k) is allocated
to the normal sector field arranged immediately before
the PSA, a logical address (k+1) is allocated to the nor-
mal sector field arranged immediately after the PSA. On
the other hand, the logical addresses of the normal sec-
tor fields arranged before and after the SSA are not suc-
cessive. For example, if a logical address (m) is allocat-
ed to the normal sector field arranged immediately be-
fore the SSA, a logical address (m+1) is allocated to the
normal sector field arranged in the head portion of the
SSA. Further, if a logical address (m+n+1) is allocated
to the normal sector field arranged in the end portion of
the SSA, a logical address (m+n+2) is allocated to the
normal sector field arranged immediately after the SSA.
Because of the above difference, it becomes necessary
to identify the PSA and SSA at the time of address cal-
culation. Since the PSA and SSA can be identified
based on the second attribute data, the address calcu-
lation can be precisely effected.
[0062] The third attribute data is data indicating the
application state of the spare area n. For example, if the
third data is "00", it indicates that the spare area n is not
used yet, if it is "01", it indicates that part of the spare
area n is now used, and if it is "11", it indicates that the
spare area n is already used (no available space). "10"
indicates non-definition (reserve).
[0063] Now, a process for the spare area utilizing the
third attribute data is explained with reference to the
flowchart shown in FIG. 15. For example, a case where-
in the replacement process is necessary in a zone n is
taken as an example and explained. First, a spare area
which is arranged in the zone n and now partly used is
searched for based on the first and third attribute data
items (ST10). At this time, if a spare area which is ar-
ranged in the zone n and now partly used is detected
(ST12, YES), a pointer is set in the detected spare area.
It is assumed that two or more pointers are not set in
one zone. This is because the process will not be made
complicated. If the spare area which is arranged in the
zone n and now partly used is not detected (ST12, NO),
a non-use spare area is searched for (ST16). At this
time, if the spare area which is arranged in the zone n
and is not used is detected (ST16, YES), a pointer is set
in the detected spare area. If the spare area which is
arranged in the zone n and is not used is not detected
(ST16, NO), an error is determined (ST22) and the SSA
is newly allocated. At this time, the zone n is preferen-
tially selected as an allocation destination. In other
words, the zone in which the already used spare area
(full-state spare area) is arranged is preferentially se-
lected as an allocation destination. Since the spare area
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is allocated to such a preset position, an SSA allocation
position can be specified from the drive device (having
a concept of a zone) to the host device (having no con-
cept of a zone). Further, by allocating the SSA to such
a preset position, the replacement process in the same
zone can be made possible. Further, the capacity of the
newly allocated SSA is variable and SSA allocation is
effected in the unit of 1 megabyte, for example. As is
explained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG.
15, the spare area can be prevented from becoming a
vermiculated state by preferentially selecting a spare ar-
ea which is now partly used rather than a non-use spare
area.
[0064] Next, recording of data on the optical disk is
explained. As shown in FIG. 13, direct recording of data
on an optical disk 1 is effected by an optical disk drive
2 connected to a host device 3. The host device 3 issues
various instructions to the optical disk drive device 2.
For example, the host device 3 issues a data recording
instruction and recording data to the optical disk drive
device 2. The optical disk drive device 2 receives and
caches the recording data and sends back a response
(response of write good when recording is good and re-
sponse of write error when recording is no good). After
this, the recording data cached by the optical disk drive
device 2 is recorded on the optical disk 1. For example,
suppose that the recording destination of the recording
data is the zone n. Further, suppose that the replace-
ment process is necessary in order to record the record-
ing data in the zone n. Further, suppose that all of the
spare areas arranged in the zone n are already used
(spare full). In this case, the optical disk drive device 2
sends back a response of write error to the host device
3 and informs the host device 3 of the spare full state.
Alternatively, the optical disk drive device 2 checks the
remaining capacity of the spare area by use of the self-
diagnostic function (S.M.A.R.T: Self-Monitoring Analy-
sis and Reporting Technology) and informs the host de-
vice 3 of the spare full state. Information of the spare full
state from the optical disk drive device 2 is received by
a device driver belonging to an OS (operating system)
of the host device 3 and notified to the OS. The OS re-
ceiving this issues an instruction of new allocation of the
SSA.
[0065] Next, the replacement process is explained. In
the replacement process, a slipping replacement proc-
ess and linear replacement process are provided. The
slipping replacement process is a process for a primary
defect and is a replacement process effected in the unit
of sector field. The linear replacement process is a proc-
ess for a secondary defect and is a replacement process
effected in the unit of ECC block data. The replacement
process is also effected in a case of PID detection error
other than the primary defect and secondary defect de-
scribed above. The detail thereof is explained below.
[0066] First, the slipping replacement process is ex-
plained. In the slipping replacement process, the PSA
of the spare area is an object of the replacement desti-

nation. Strictly speaking, when the slipping replacement
process is effected, the SSA is not arranged.
[0067] Before shipment of the optical disk, whether a
defect (= primary defect) is present in the rewritable
zone on the optical disk is certified (certify). That is,
whether or not data can be normally recorded in the re-
writable zone is certified. The certification is effected in
the unit of sector field.
[0068] If a defective sector (= primary defective area :
indicating a sector field in which a primary defect is
present) is detected during the certification, the physical
sector number of the defective sector is recorded in the
primary defect list. Further, to the defective sector, no
logical sector number is attached. More specifically, the
defective sector is skipped and logical sector numbers
are serially attached only to the normal sectors (indicat-
ing sector fields containing no defect) arranged before
and after the defective sector. That is, the defective sec-
tor is regarded as a non-existing sector. As a result, writ-
ing of user data into the above defective sector will not
be effected. The above-described series of processes
is the slipping replacement process. That is, in the slip-
ping replacement process, the defective sector is
slipped.
[0069] Further, the slipping replacement process is
explained with reference to FIG. 8.
[0070] As shown in FIG. 8, assume that a user area
(user area UA shown in FIGS. 12A and 12B) and spare
area (spare area SA shown in FIGS. 12A and 12B) exist
(the spare area shown in FIG. 8 is the PSA). Assume
that the user area and spare area are present in some
positions of the zone 0 to zone N explained in FIG. 1 (a
concrete example is explained later). Further, the exist-
ing position of the spare area is managed by the spare
area list shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B.
[0071] For example, if a defective sector m and de-
fective sector n are detected during the certification,
both of the defective sectors are compensated for by
use of the spare area. That is, the number of sectors
constructing the user area shown in the upper stage of
FIG. 8 is compensated for by the spare area. Further,
as explained above, no logical numbers are attached to
the defective sector m and defective sector n. More spe-
cifically speaking, the spare area is also an object area
of the slipping replacement process. Therefore, if a de-
fective sector is detected in the spare area, it is proc-
essed by the slip replacement process explained above.
All of the sectors have physical sector numbers irre-
spective of the defective sector and normal sector.
[0072] Second, the linear replacement process is ex-
plained. In the linear replacement process, both of the
PSA and SSA in the spare areas are objects of the re-
placement destination.
[0073] When user data is written after shipment of the
optical disk, whether or not user data is normally written
is verified (verify). A state in which the user data is not
normally written is called a secondary defect. The pres-
ence or absence of the secondary defect is determined
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in the unit of 16 sector fields (ECC block field) in which
ECC block data shown in FIG. 3 is recorded.
[0074] If a defective block (= secondary defective
area : indicating an ECC block field containing the sec-
ondary defect) is detected, the physical sector number
of a first sector of the defective block and the physical
sector number of a first sector of a replacement block
(indicating an ECC block field obtained in the spare ar-
ea) of the replacement destination of the defective block
are recorded in the secondary defect list. Further, logical
sector numbers attached to the 16 sector fields in the
defective block are attached as they are to the 16 sector
fields in the replacement block. As a result, data which
has been recorded in the defective block is recorded in
the replacement block. After this, access to the defective
block is regarded as access to the replacement block.
The above-described series of processes is the linear
replacement process. That is, in the linear replacement
process, the defective sector is linearly replaced.
[0075] Further, the linear replacement process is ex-
plained with reference to FIG. 9.
[0076] Assume that a user area (user area UA shown
in FIGS. 12A and 12B) and a spare area (spare area SA
shown in FIGS. 12A and 12B) are present (the spare
area shown in FIG. 9 is the PSA or SSA) as shown in
FIG. 9. Assume that the user area and spare area are
present somewhere in the zone 0 to zone N as explained
with reference to FIG. 1. Further, the existing position of
the spare area is managed by the spare area list shown
in FIGS. 7A and 7B.
[0077] For example, in a case where a defective block
m and a defective block n are detected when user data
is written, both of the defective blocks are compensated
for by a replacement block of the spare area. Further,
as explained before, logical sector numbers attached to
16 sector fields constructing the defective block m are
succeeded to 16 sector fields constructing a replace-
ment block m which is a replacement object of the de-
fective block m. Likewise, logical sector numbers at-
tached to 16 sector fields constructing the defective
block n are succeeded to 16 sector fields constructing
a replacement block n which is a replacement object of
the defective block n. More specifically speaking, the
spare area is also an object area of the linear replace-
ment process. Therefore, if a defective area is detected
in the spare area, it is processed by the above-explained
linear replacement process. Irrespective of the defective
block or normal block, all of the sector fields constructing
the block have physical sector numbers.
[0078] Next, the writing process of user data corre-
sponding to the slipping replacement process and linear
replacement process described above is explained.
[0079] Writing of user data into the user area is effect-
ed based on the primary defect list and secondary defect
list. That is, when user data is written into a certain sec-
tor field and if the sector field corresponds to a defective
sector listed on the primary defect list, the defective sec-
tor is slipped and user data is written into a normal sector

which is present next to the defective sector. Further, if
a block which is a writing object of user data is a defec-
tive block listed on the secondary defect list, the user
data is written into a replacement block corresponding
to the defective block.
[0080] Next, the format of the optical disk is explained.
[0081] In a FAT (file allocation table) which is frequent-
ly used in a file system of information recording media
(such as a hard disk and magnetooptical disk) for per-
sonal computers, information is recorded on a informa-
tion recording medium with 256 bytes or 512 bytes used
as the minimum unit.
[0082] On the other hand, in information recording
media such as a DVD-video, DVD-ROM, DVD-R,
DVD-RAM and the like, ISO13346 and UDF (universal
disk format) defined by OSTA as the file system are
used. In this case, information is recorded on a informa-
tion recording medium with 2048 bytes used as the min-
imum unit. As the management method, a hierarchical
file system basically having a route directory as a parent,
for managing the file in a tree form is considered as a
premise.
[0083] As shown in FIG. 13, formatting of the optical
disk 1 is effected by the optical disk drive 2 connected
to the host device 3. The host device 3 issues various
instructions to the optical disk drive device 2. The optical
disk drive device 2 effects various operations in re-
sponse to the instructions transmitted from the host de-
vice 3.
[0084] For example, as shown in FIG. 13, if an instruc-
tion of execution of the format is transmitted from the
host device 3 to the optical disk drive device 2, the op-
tical disk drive device 2 formats the optical disk 1 ac-
cording to the instruction. That is, a preset format ac-
cording to the instruction of the host device 3 is formed
on the optical disk 1. At the time of formatting, for exam-
ple, a primary defect list, secondary defect list and spare
area list are formed with respect to the defect manage-
ment area provided in the lead-in area A1 of the optical
disk 1. That is, data for forming the primary defect list,
secondary defect list and spare area list is transmitted
from the host device 3 to the optical disk drive 2. The
optical disk drive 2 stores data for forming the lists and
forms the lists in the defect management area of the op-
tical disk 1 according to the stored data.
[0085] Recording of attribute data and the like with re-
spect to the spare area list is effected by the optical disk
drive 2 according to the instruction transmitted from the
host device 3. Assume that recording of attribute data
and the like with respect to the spare area list is effected
at least one of the timings of formatting time, certifying
time (time of certification of a primary defect) and write
time (time of recording of user data). That is, recording
of attribute data of the spare area and the like with re-
spect to the spare area list may be effected only at the
formatting time, only at the certifying time or only at the
write time, or may be effected at the formatting time and
certifying time, at the formatting time and write time, at
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the certifying time and write time, or at the formatting
time, certifying time and write time. In other words, the
spare area is acquired at the above timings according
to the instruction from the host device 3. Further, in ad-
dition to the above timings, the spare area is acquired
at the timing at which the optical disk drive 3 determines
that the spare area is insufficient. In short, the spare ar-
ea acquired at the formatting time and certifying time is
the above-described PSA and the spare area acquired
at the write time and spare area insufficient time is the
above-described SSA.
[0086] Thus, if the spare area is acquired not only at
the formatting time but also at the certifying time and
write time, a spare area (SSA) can be newly added as
shown in FIG. 14 even in a case where the capacity of
the spare area (PSA) acquired at the formatting time by
the slipping replacement process and linear replace-
ment process becomes insufficient. Insufficiency of the
capacity of the spare area is transmitted from the optical
disk drive 2 to the host device 3 and an instruction of
addition of the spare area is issued from the host device
3 to the disk drive 2. The optical disk drive device 2 which
has received the instruction adds a spare area (SSA)
on the optical disk 1 according to the instruction. If the
spare area (SSA) is newly added, the capacity of the
user area is reduced accordingly.
[0087] As explained above, the information recording
medium (optical disk) has the spare area list and can
acquire the spare area of a desired capacity in a desired
position. Thus, the storage capacity of the information
recording medium can be effectively utilized to the max-
imum degree. Further, an adequate process can be ef-
fected for the spare area by the attribute data contained
in the spare area list. For simplicity, for example, it is
possible to extend the position of the added spare (SSA)
from the rear portion of the last zone towards the head
direction. In this case, the management of the added
spare (SSA) position becomes easier and the size of the
SAL for spare area management can be reduced.
[0088] Certification for the optical disk is not always
effected and can be omitted in some cases. Further, in
order to synchronize the hierarchical file system (spare
area list by the instruction of the host device 3) as de-
scribed before with the spare area list managed in the
optical disk drive, de-flag (re-arrangement) may be in-
hibited in some cases.
[0089] Next, acquirement of the spare area is ex-
plained.
[0090] As shown in FIG. 10, prior to the certification
process, the user area is 4.7 GB and the spare area is
26 MB. After the certification process, the user area is
4.7 GB and the spare area is 26 MB - m (the total size
of the defective area) = n. That is, the user area of 4.7
GB is acquired before and after the certification process.
[0091] As the pattern of the acquirement of the spare
area, five models as shown in FIGS. 11A to 11E are con-
sidered, for example. Of course, various patterns are
considered other than the above case. The above five

patterns can be realized by storing the length and the
physical address number of a sector in the start position
of the spare area n with respect to the spare area list.
Alternatively, it can be realized by storing the physical
address number of a sector in the start position of the
spare area n and the physical address number of a sec-
tor in the end position.
[0092] The model 1 shown in FIG. 11A is a case
wherein the spare area (capacity n) is acquired only in
the zone 0. In the case of the model 1, the user area is
4.7 GB, the capacity of the spare area is n, and the entry
number of the spare area is 1. By causing the spare area
list to contain information for defining the spare area of
the capacity n in the zone 0, the model 1 can be realized.
[0093] The model 2 shown in FIG. 11B is a case
wherein the spare area (capacity n) is acquired only in
the zone N. In the case of the model 2, the user area is
4.7 GB, the capacity of the spare area is n, and the entry
number of the spare area is 1. By causing the spare area
list to contain information for defining the spare area of
the capacity n in the zone N, the model 2 can be realized.
[0094] The model 3 shown in FIG. 11C is a case
wherein the spare areas (capacity n/2) are acquired in
the zone 0 and zone N. In the case of the model 1, the
user area is 4.7 GB, the capacity of the spare area is n
(2 3 n/2), and the entry number of the spare areas is 2.
By causing the spare area list to contain information for
defining the spare area of the capacity (n/2) in the zone
0 and information for defining the spare area of the ca-
pacity (n/2) in the zone N, the model 3 can be realized.
[0095] The model 4 shown in FIG. 11D is a case
wherein the spare areas are acquired in the zone 0,
zone 1, zone 2, ···, zone N. In the case of the model 4,
the user area is 4.56 GB and the entry number of the
spare areas is (N+1). By causing the spare area list to
contain information for defining the spare area of a pre-
set capacity in the zones 0 to N (all of the zones), the
model 4 can be realized.
[0096] The model 5 shown in FIG. 11E is a case
wherein the spare areas are acquired in the zone 0 and
zone N. Further, the spare area acquired in the zone 0
is the PSA having fixed size and the spare area acquired
in the zone N is the SSA having variable size. The spare
area list is caused to contain information for defining the
PSA of preset size (fixed size) in the zone 0 and the
spare area list is caused to contain information for de-
fining the SSA of preset size (variable size) in the zone
N. As a result, the model 5 can be realized.
[0097] The model 1 to model 5 described above may
be realized as recommended models of the spare area.
That is, when the address of the spare area is recorded
in the spare area list, addresses (recommended ad-
dresses) for realizing the model 1 to model 5 by the op-
tical disk drive 2 can be automatically recorded.
[0098] Alternatively, the optical disk may be caused
to have addresses (recommended addresses) for real-
izing the model 1 to model 5 as default data. Then, it is
possible to easily acquire the spare area as shown in
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the model 1 to model 5 by causing the optical disk drive
2 to simply specify one of the model 1 to model 5. Re-
cording destinations of the addresses (recommended
addresses) for realizing the model 1 to model 5 are the
lead-in area (such as the DMA) and the lead-out area.
[0099] In the conventional information recording me-
dium (DVD-RAM), the position and storage capacity of
the spare area have been determined by the previously
specified format. Therefore, there occurs a problem that
the spare area becomes excessive or insufficient.
[0100] On the other hand, the information recording
medium of this invention can acquire the spare area of
a desired capacity in a desired position by having a
spare area list. That is, expansion and contraction of the
spare area can be freely attained and the spare area
corresponding to the application of the information re-
cording medium can be acquired. As a result, the ca-
pacity of the information recording medium can be ef-
fectively utilized. Further, an adequate process can be
effected for the spare area by causing the spare area
list to contain attribute data.
[0101] Next, an information recording/reproducing
apparatus for recording data on the information record-
ing medium described above and reproducing data re-
corded on the information recording medium is ex-
plained with reference to FIG. 16.
[0102] The information recording/reproducing appa-
ratus includes an optical disk drive 2 and host device 3.
The disk drive 2 includes a CPU 21, memory 22, optical
pickup section 23, focus error detecting section 24, fo-
cus control section 25, tracking error detecting section
26, tracking control section 27, wobble detecting section
28, data recording processing section 29 and data re-
production processing section 30 and the like.
[0103] The CPU 21 controls the respective sections
of the disk drive 2. In the memory 22, preset data is
stored. The optical pickup section 23 illuminates a light
beam for reproduction on the optical disk to detect re-
flected light from the optical disk. The data reproduction
processing section 30 reproduces data recorded on the
optical disk based on the result of detection of the re-
flected light detected by the optical pickup section 23.
On the other hand, the data recording processing sec-
tion 29 creates ECC block data based on recording data
provided from the host device 3 and further creates sec-
tor data from the ECC block data. The optical pickup
section 23 illuminates a light beam for recording on
which the sector data created by the data recording
processing section 29 is reflected and records data on
the optical disk.
[0104] The focus error detecting section 24 detects a
focus error of the light beam illuminated by the optical
pickup section 23 based on the result of detection of the
reflected light detected by the optical pickup section 23.
The focus control section 25 controls the focus of the
light beam illuminated by the optical pickup section 23
based on the focus error detection result detected by
the focus error detecting section 24.

[0105] The tracking error detecting section 26 detects
a tracking error of the light beam illuminated by the op-
tical pickup section 23 based on the result of detection
of the reflected light detected by the optical pickup sec-
tion 23. The tracking control section 27 controls tracking
of the light beam illuminated by the optical pickup sec-
tion 23 based on the tracking error detection result de-
tected by the tracking error detecting section 26.
[0106] The wobble detecting section 28 detects the
wobble of the track on the optical disk and supplies the
wobble detection result to a relative position detecting
section 21a in the CPU 21. The relative position detect-
ing section 21a counts the wobble based on the wobble
detection result and detects the relative position on the
optical disk.
[0107] Further, a determining section 21b in the CPU
21 determines a defective sector and defective block
based on data reproduced by the data reproduction
processing section 30. Replacement recording (slip re-
placement process and linear replacement process) is
effected by controlling the respective sections by the
CPU 21 based on the determination result of the deter-
mining section 21b. Further, reproduction of data which
is replacement-recorded is effected by controlling the
respective sections by the CPU 21.
[0108] The replacement-recording process is ex-
plained with reference to the flowchart shown in FIG. 17.
[0109] In a case where a defective block is detected
by determination of the determining section 21b (ST31),
data is recorded on the secondary defect list of the de-
fect management area by the data recording processing
section 29 as follows. That is, address data (physical
address number of a sector in the start position of the
defective block) indicating the position of the defective
block and address data (physical address number of a
sector in the start position of the replacement block) in-
dicating the position of the replacement block in the
spare area which is the replacement destination of the
defective block are recorded in connection with each
other on the secondary defect list of the defect manage-
ment area (ST32).
[0110] At the data recording time (ST33, YES), the
secondary defect list of the replacement management
area is reproduced by the data reproduction processing
section 30. Information to be recorded in the defective
block is replacement-recorded in the replacement block
in the spare area which is the replacement destination
of the defective block by the data recording processing
section 29 based on address data of the secondary de-
fect list obtained by the above reproduction (ST34).
[0111] The reproduction process of data which is re-
placement-recorded is explained with reference to the
flowchart of FIG. 18.
[0112] First, the primary defect list and secondary de-
fect list of the replacement management area are repro-
duced by the data reproduction processing section 30
(ST41). From the secondary defect list, address data
(physical address number of a sector in the start position
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of the defective block) indicating the position of the de-
fective block recorded in the secondary defect list of the
replacement management area and address data
(physical address number of a sector in the start position
of the replacement block) indicating the position of the
replacement area in the spare area which is the replace-
ment destination of the defective block are reproduced.
[0113] At the time of data reproduction (ST42), infor-
mation of the replacement block in the spare area which
is the replacement destination of the defective block is
reproduced (ST43) at timing at which information of the
defective block is reproduced by the data reproduction
processing section 30 based on the address data repro-
duced from the secondary defect list of the replacement
management area.
[0114] User data to be recorded in the defective block
can be recorded in the replacement block in the spare
area defined by a desired capacity in a desired position
by the replacement-recording process explained above.
Further, user data recorded in the replacement block in
the spare area defined by a desired capacity in a desired
position can be reproduced at timing at which the defec-
tive block is reproduced by the reproduction process ex-
plained above.

Industrial Applicability

[0115] According to this invention, the following infor-
mation recording medium, information recording appa-
ratus, information recording method, information repro-
ducing apparatus and information reproducing method
can be provided.

(1) An information recording medium capable of
suppressing a reduction in the effective space of a
data area due to the arrangement of a spare area
in a case where the spare area is arranged in the
data area as a replacement area.
(2) An information recording apparatus and infor-
mation recording method for replacement-record-
ing preset information with respect to an information
recording medium capable of suppressing a reduc-
tion in the effective space of a data area due to the
arrangement of a spare area in a case where the
spare area is arranged in the data area as a replace-
ment area.
(3) An information reproducing apparatus and infor-
mation reproducing method for reproducing preset
information replacement-recorded on an informa-
tion recording medium capable of suppressing a re-
duction in the effective space of a data area due to
the arrangement of a spare area in a case where
the spare area is arranged in the data area as a re-
placement area.

Claims

1. An information recording medium (1) having a data
area (A2) which includes

a plurality of zones (zone O-N) one of which
includes a plurality of tracks, one of which includes
a plurality of sector fields, a lead-in area (A1) and a
lead-out area (A3),

further comprising
a user area (UA) which is an area defined in

the data area and in which user data is recorded,
a list management area (DMA) which is an ar-

ea defined in at least one area among the lead-in
area and lead-out area, for storing a spare area list
(SAL) for defining a spare area (SA) for compensat-
ing for a defective area existing in said user area by
a preset capacity in a preset position in the data ar-
ea; and

a spare area (SA) defined in the data area by
the spare area list stored in said list management
area, and

wherein the spare area list (SAL) stored in
said list management area contains information for
defining a spare area of fixed capacity in a first zone
and defining a spare area of variable capacity in a
last zone among the plurality of zones contained in
the data area.

2. The information recording medium according to
claim 1, wherein the spare area list (SAL) stored in
said list management area (DMA) contains address
data of a sector field corresponding to a start posi-
tion of the spare area (SA).

3. The information recording medium according to
claim 1, wherein the spare area list (SAL) stored in
said list management area (DMA) contains address
data indicating a start position of the spare area
(SA).

4. An information recording apparatus for recording
preset information on an information recording me-
dium having a data area which includes a plurality
of zones, one of which includes a plurality of tracks,
one of which includes a plurality of sector fields a
lead-in area and a lead-out area and including

(i) a user area (UA) which is an area in the data
area and in which user data is recorded,
(ii) a list management area (DMA) which is an
area defined in at least one area among the
lead-in area and lead-out area, for storing a
spare area list (SAL) for defining a spare area
(SA) for compensating for a defective area ex-
isting in said user area by a preset capacity in
a reset position in the data area, and
(iii) a spare area (SA) defined in the data area
by the spare area list stored in said list man-
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agement area, said information recording ap-
paratus comprising:

recording means (21, 29) for recording in-
formation for defining a spare area of fixed
capacity in a first zone and defining a spare
area of variable capacity in a last zone
among the plurality of zones contained in
the data area in the spare area list (SAL)
stored in said list management area,
replacement management data recording
means (21, 29) for recording the address
data indicating the position of the defective
area and the address data indicating the
position of the replacement area in the
spare area which is the replacement desti-
nation of the defective area in connection
with each other in the replacement man-
agement area, and
replacement-recording means (21, 29) for
replacement-recording information which
is to be recorded in the defective area in a
replacement area in the spare area which
is a replacement destination of the defec-
tive area, based on the address data re-
corded in the replacement management
area.

5. The information recording apparatus according to
claim 4, wherein the replacement-recording means
records the information which is to be recorded in
the defective area in the spare area of fixed capacity
defined in the first zone in preference to the spare
area of variable capacity defined in the last zone,
and the information which is to be recorded in the
defective area, in the spare area of variable capac-
ity defined in the last zone, when an amount of in-
formation in the spare area of fixed capacity reach-
es a predetermined amount.

6. The information recording apparatus according to
claim 5, wherein the information recording appara-
tus records in the spare area list the information for
defining the spare area of variable capacity from an
outermost periphery of the last zone in the data area
toward an inner-periphery side of the last zone.

7. An information recording method for recording pre-
set information on an information recording medium
having a data area which includes a plurality of
zones, one of which includes a plurality of tracks,
one of which includes a plurality of sector fields, a
lead-in area and a lead-out area and including

(i) a user area (UA) which is an area defined in
the data area and in which user data is record-
ed,
(ii) a list management area (DMA) which is an

area defined in at least one area among the
lead-in area and the lead-out area, for storing
a spare area list (SAL) for defining a spare area
(SA) for compensating for a defective area ex-
isting in said user area by a preset capacity in
a preset position in the data area, and
(iii) a spare area (SA) defined in the data area
by the spare area list stored in said list man-
agement area, said information recording
method comprising:

a first step of recording information for de-
fining a spare area of fixed capacity in a first
zone and defining a spare area of variable
capacity in a last zone among the plurality
of zones contained in the data area in the
spare area list (SAL) stored in said list man-
agement area,
a second step (ST32) of recording the ad-
dress data indicating the position of the de-
fective area and the address data indicat-
ing the position of the replacement area in
the spare area which is the replacement
destination of the defective area, in con-
nection with each other, in the replacement
management area; and
a third step (ST34) of replacement-record-
ing information which is to be recorded in
the defective area in a replacement area in
the spare area which is a replacement des-
tination of the defective area, based on the
address data recorded in the replacement
management area.

Patentansprüche

1. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium (1) mit einem
Datenbereich (A2), der

eine Mehrzahl von Zonen (Zone 0-N) um-
fasst, von denen eine eine Mehrzahl von Spuren
aufweist, von denen eine eine Mehrzahl von Sekto-
renfeldern aufweist, einem Lead-In-Bereich (A1)
und einen Lead-Out-Bereich (A3),

ferner mit
einem Benutzerbereich (UA), der ein in dem

Datenbereich festgelegter Bereich ist und in dem
Benutzerdaten aufgezeichnet sind,

einem Listenmanagementbereich (DMA), der
ein Bereich ist, der zumindest im Lead-In-Bereich
oder im Lead-Out-Bereich festgelegt ist, um eine
Reservebereichsliste (SAL) zu speichern, um einen
Reservebereich (SA) festzulegen, um einen in dem
Benutzerbereich existierenden fehlerhaften Be-
reich

durch eine voreingestellte Kapazität an einer
voreingestellten Position in dem Datenbereich aus-
zugleichen, und
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einem Reservebereich (SA), der in dem Da-
tenbereich durch die in dem Listenmanagementbe-
reich gespeicherte Reservebereichsliste festgelegt
ist, und

wobei die in dem Listenmanagementbereich
gespeicherte Reservebereichsliste (SAL) Informa-
tion zum Festlegen eines Reservebereichs mit fe-
ster Kapazität in einer ersten Zone und zum Fest-
legen eines Reservebereichs variabler Kapazität in
mindestens einer Zone unter der Mehrzahl von in
dem Datenbereich enthaltenen Zonen enthält.

2. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium gemäß An-
spruch 1, bei dem die in dem Listenmanagement-
bereich (DMA) gespeicherte Reservebereichsliste
(SAL) Adressdaten eines Sektorfelds enthält, das
einer Startposition des Reservebereichs (SA) ent-
spricht.

3. Informationsaufzeichnungsmedium gemäß An-
spruch 1, bei der die in dem Listenmanagementbe-
reich (DMA) gespeicherte Reservebereichsliste
(SAL) Adressdaten enthält, die eine Startposition
des Reservebereichs (SA) angeben.

4. Informationsaufzeichnungsvorrichtung zum Auf-
zeichnen voreingestellter Information auf einem In-
formationsaufzeichnungsmedium mit einem Daten-
bereich, der eine Mehrzahl von Zonen aufweist, von
denen eine eine Mehrzahl von Spuren aufweist, von
denen eine eine Mehrzahl von Sektorfeldern auf-
weist, einem Lead-In-Bereichs und einem Lead-
Out-Bereich, und mit

(i) einem Benutzerbereich (UA), der ein Bereich
in dem Datenbereich ist und in dem Benutzer-
daten aufgezeichnet sind,
(ii) einem Listenmanagementbereich (DMA),
der ein Bereich ist, der zumindest im Lead-In-
Bereich oder im Lead-Out-Bereich festgelegt
ist, um eine Reservebereichsliste (SAL) zu
speichern, um einen Reservebereich (SA) fest-
zulegen, um einen in dem Benutzerbereich exi-
stierenden fehlerhaften Bereich durch eine vor-
eingestellte Kapazität an einer Rücksetz-Posi-
tion in dem Datenbereich auszugleichen, und
(iii) einem Reservebereich (SA), der in dem Da-
tenbereich durch die in dem Listenmanage-
mentbereich gespeicherte Reservebereichsli-
ste festgelegt ist, wobei die Informationsauf-
zeichnungsvorrichtung umfasst:

ein Aufzeichnungsmittel (21, 29) zum Auf-
zeichnen von Information zum Festlegen
eines Reservebereichs fester Kapazität in
einer ersten Zone und zum Festlegen ei-
nes Reservebereichs variabler Kapazität
in einer letzten Zone unter der Mehrzahl

von Zonen, die in dem Datenbereich ent-
halten sind, in der in dem Listenmanage-
mentbereich gespeicherten Reservebe-
reichsliste (SAL),
ein Austauschmanagementdatenauf-
zeichnungsmittel (21, 29) zum Aufzeich-
nen der Adressdaten, die die Position des
fehlerhaften Bereichs angeben, und der
Adressdaten, die die Position des Aus-
tauschbereichs in dem Reservebereich
angeben, der das Austauschziel des feh-
lerhaften Bereichs ist, in Verbindung mit-
einander in dem Austauschmanagement-
bereich, und
ein Austauschaufzeichnungsmittel (21,
29), um die in dem fehlerhaften Bereich
aufzuzeichnende Information in einem
Austauschbereich in dem Reservebereich,
der ein Austauschziel des fehlerhaften Be-
reichs ist, basierend auf den in dem Aus-
tauschmanagementbereich aufgezeichne-
ten Adressdaten statt dessen aufzuzeich-
nen.

5. Informationsaufzeichnungsvorrichtung gemäß An-
spruch 4, bei der das Austauschaufzeichnungsmit-
tel die Information, die in dem fehlerhaften Bereich
aufzuzeichnen ist, in dem Reservebereich fester
Kapazität, der in der ersten Zone festgelegt ist, be-
vorzugt gegenüber dem in der letzten Zone festge-
legten Reservebereich variabler Kapazität auf-
zeichnet, und die Information, die in dem fehlerhaf-
ten Bereich aufzuzeichnen ist, in dem Reservebe-
reich variabler Kapazität, der in der letzten Zone
festgelegt ist, aufzeichnet, wenn eine Informations-
menge in dem Reservebereich fester Kapazität ei-
ne vorbestimmte Menge erreicht.

6. Informationsaufzeichnungsvorrichtung gemäß An-
spruch 5, wobei die Informationsaufzeichnungsvor-
richtung in der Reservebereichsliste die Information
zum Festlegen des Reservebereichs variabler Ka-
pazität von einem äußersten Umfang der letzten
Zone in den Datenbereich zu einer inneren Umfang-
seite der letzten Zone hin speichert.

7. Informationsaufzeichnungsverfahren zum Auf-
zeichnen voreingestellter Information auf einem In-
formationsaufzeichnungsmedium mit einem Daten-
bereich, der eine Mehrzahl von Zonen umfasst, ei-
ne Mehrzahl von Spuren aufweist, von denen eine
eine Mehrzahl von Sektorfeldern aufweist, einem
Lead-In-Bereich und einem Lead-Out-Bereich, und
mit

(i) einem Benutzerbereich (UA), der ein in dem
Datenbereich festgelegter Bereich ist und in
dem Benutzerdaten aufgezeichnet sind,
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(ii) einem Listenmanagementbereich (DMA),
der ein Bereich ist, der zumindest im Lead-In-
Bereich oder im Lead-Out-Bereich festgelegt
ist, um eine Reservebereichsliste (SAL) zu
speichern, um einen Reservebereich (SA) fest-
zulegen, um einen in dem Benutzerbereich exi-
stierenden fehlerhaften Bereich durch eine vor-
eingestellte Kapazität an einer voreingestellten
Position in dem Datenbereich auszugleichen,
und
(iii) einem Reservebereich (SA), der in dem Da-
tenbereich durch die in der Listenmanagement-
bereich gespeicherte Reservebereichsliste
festgelegt ist, wobei das Informationsaufzeich-
nungsverfahren umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt zum Aufzeichnen von
Information zum Festlegen eines Reserve-
bereichs fester Kapazität in einer ersten
Zone und zum Festlegen eines Reserve-
bereichs variabler Kapazität in einer letz-
ten Zone unter der Mehrzahl von Zonen,
die in dem Datenbereich enthalten sind, in
der in dem Listenmanagementbereich ge-
speicherten Reservebereichsliste (SL),
einen zweiten Schritt (ST32) zum Auf-
zeichnen der Adressdaten, die die Position
des fehlerhaften Bereichs angeben, und
der Adressdaten, die die Position des Aus-
tauschbereichs in dem Reservebereich
angeben, der das Austauschziel des feh-
lerhaften Bereichs ist, in Verbindung mit-
einander in den Austauschmanagement-
bereich, und
einen dritten Schritt (ST34) zum Aufzeich-
nen von Information, die in dem fehlerhaf-
ten Bereich aufzuzeichnen ist, statt dessen
in einem Austauschbereich in dem Reser-
vebereich, der ein Austauschziel des feh-
lerhaften Bereich ist, basierend auf den in
dem Austauschmanagementbereich ge-
speicherten Adressdaten.

Revendications

1. Support (1) d'enregistrement d'informations possé-
dant une aire de données (A2) qui comporte :

une pluralité de zones (zones 0-N), l'une d'elles
comportant une pluralité de pistes, l'une d'elles
comportant une pluralité de trames de secteur,
une aire de début de session (A1) et une aire
de fin de session (A3),

comprenant en outre :

une aire d'utilisateur (UA) qui est une aire
définie dans l'aire de données et dans la-

quelle des données d'utilisateur sont enre-
gistrées,
une aire de gestion de liste (DMA), qui est
une aire définie dans au moins une aire pri-
se parmi l'aire de début de session et l'aire
de fin de cession, afin de stocker une liste
d'aire de réserve (SAL) servant à définir
une aire de réserve (SA) pour compenser
une aire défectueuse existant dans ladite
aire d'utilisateur par une capacité préfixée
en une position préfixée de l'aire de
données ; et
une aire de réserve (SA) définie dans l'aire
de données par la liste d'aire de réserve
stockée dans ladite aire de gestion de liste,
et
où la liste d'aire de réserve (SAL) stockée
dans l'aire de gestion de liste contient une
information servant à définir une aire de ré-
serve de capacité fixée en une première
zone et à définir une aire de réserve de ca-
pacité variable dans une dernière zone pri-
se parmi la pluralité de zones contenue
dans l'aire de données.

2. Support d'enregistrement d'informations selon la
revendication 1, où la liste d'aire de réserve (SAL)
stockée dans ladite aire de gestion de liste (DMA)
contient des données d'adresse d'une trame de
secteur correspondant à la position de début de
l'aire de réserve (SA).

3. Support d'enregistrement d'informations selon la
revendication 1, où la liste d'aire de réserve (SAL)
stockée dans ladite aire de gestion de liste (DMA)
contient des données d'adresse indiquant la posi-
tion de début de l'aire de réserve (SA).

4. Appareil d'enregistrement d'informations destiné à
enregistrer des informations fixées sur un support
d'enregistrement d'informations possédant une aire
de données qui comporte une pluralité de zones,
l'une d'elles comportant la pluralité de pistes, l'une
d'elles comportant une pluralité de trames de sec-
teur, une aire de début de session et une aire de fin
de session, et comportant :

(i) une aire d'utilisateur (UA), qui est une aire
comprise dans l'aire de données et où des don-
nées d'utilisateur sont enregistrées,
(ii) une aire de gestion de liste (DMA) qui une
aire définie dans au moins une aire prise parmi
l'aire de début de session et l'aire de fin de ses-
sion, afin de stocker une liste d'aire de réserve
(SAL) servant à définir une aire de réserve (SA)
pour compenser une aire défectueuse existant
dans ladite aire d'utilisateur par une capacité
préfixée en une position préfixée dans l'aire de
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données, et
(iii) une aire de réserve (SA) définie dans l'aire
de données par la liste d'aire de réserve stoc-
kée dans ladite aire de gestion de liste,

ledit appareil d'enregistrement d'informa-
tions comprenant :

un moyen d'enregistrement (21, 29) ser-
vant à enregistrer des informations afin de
définir une aire de réserve de capacité fixe
dans une première zone et de définir une
aire de réserve de capacité variable dans
une dernière zone prise parmi la pluralité
de zones contenues dans l'aire de don-
nées de la liste d'aire de réserve (SAL) qui
est stockée dans ladite aire de gestion de
liste,
un moyen (21, 29) d'enregistrement de
données de gestion de remplacement ser-
vant à enregistrer les données d'adresse
indiquant la position de l'aire défectueuse
et les données d'adresse indiquant la po-
sition de l'aire de remplacement dans l'aire
de réserve qui est la destination de rempla-
cement de l'aire défectueuse en liaison
l'une avec l'autre dans l'aire de gestion de
remplacement, et
un moyen (21, 29) d'enregistrement de
remplacement pour informations d'enre-
gistrement de remplacement qui doivent
être enregistrées dans l'aire défectueuse
d'une aire de remplacement de l'aire de ré-
serve, qui est une destination de rempla-
cement de l'aire défectueuse sur la base
des données d'adresse enregistrées dans
l'aire de gestion de remplacement.

5. Appareil d'enregistrement d'informations selon la
revendication 4, où le moyen d'enregistrement de
remplacement enregistre les informations qui doi-
vent être enregistrées dans l'aire défectueuse de
l'aire de réserve de capacité fixe définie dans la pre-
mière zone de préférence à l'aire de réserve de ca-
pacité variable définie dans la dernière zone, et les
informations qui sont enregistrées dans la zone dé-
fectueuse, dans l'aire de réserve de capacité varia-
ble définie dans la dernière zone, lorsque la quan-
tité d'informations de l'aire de réserve de capacité
fixe atteint une quantité prédéterminée.

6. Appareil d'enregistrement d'informations selon la
revendication 5, où l'appareil d'enregistrement d'in-
formations enregistre dans la liste d'aire de réserve
des informations servant à définir l'aire de réserve
de capacité variable depuis la périphérie la plus ex-
terne de la dernière zone de l'aire de données en
direction du côté de la périphérie interne de la der-
nière zone.

7. Procédé d'enregistrement d'informations permet-
tant d'enregistrer des informations préfixées sur un
support d'enregistrement d'informations ayant une
aire de données qui comporte une pluralité de zo-
nes, l'une d'elles comportant une pluralité de pistes,
l'une d'elles comportant une pluralité de trames de
secteur, une aire de début de session et une aire
de fin de session, et comportant :

(i) une aire d'utilisateur (UA) qui est une aire
définie dans l'aire de données et dans laquelle
des données d'utilisateur sont enregistrées,
(ii) une aire de gestion de liste (DMA), qui est
une aire définie dans au moins une aire prise
parmi l'aire de début de session et l'aire de fin
de session, afin de stocker une liste d'aires de
réserve (SAL) servant à définir une aire de ré-
serve (SA) pour compenser une aire défec-
tueuse existant dans ladite aire d'utilisateur par
une capacité préfixée en une position préfixée
de l'aire de données, et
(iii) une aire de réserve (SA) définie dans l'aire
de données par la liste d'aire de réserve stoc-
kée dans l'aire de gestion de liste,

ledit procédé d'enregistrement d'informa-
tions comprenant les opérations suivantes :

une première opération consistant à enre-
gistrer des informations afin de définir une
aire de réserve de capacité fixe dans une
première zone et de définir une aire de ré-
serve de capacité variable dans une der-
nière zone prise parmi la pluralité de zones
contenues dans l'aire de données de la lis-
te d'aire de réserve (SAL) stockée dans la-
dite aire de gestion de liste,
une deuxième opération (ST32) consistant
à enregistrer les données d'adresse indi-
quant la position de l'aire défectueuse et
les données d'adresse indiquant la position
de l'aire de remplacement dans l'aire de ré-
serve qui est la destination de remplace-
ment de l'aire défectueuse, en liaison l'une
avec l'autre, dans l'aire de gestion de rem-
placement, et
une troisième opération (ST34) d'enregis-
trement de remplacement des informa-
tions qui doivent être enregistrés dans
l'aire défectueuse en une aire de rempla-
cement de l'aire de réserve qui est la des-
tination de remplacement de l'aire défec-
tueuse, sur la base des données d'adresse
enregistrées dans l'aire de gestion de rem-
placement.
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